NeroQom® Waterpower Clean

How can NeroQom make water work smarter?
For projects which are exposed to very heavy pollution just a bucket of water and brush won’t
get results.

That’s where our professional water clean
takes results to the next level.

Controlling the way in which we deploy water
will remove all contaminations or prepare the
surface for further treatment.

The Squad will pick the
right set-up for the job.

We achieve this by using latest machines which
let us change both the pressure, nozzle rotation
and temperature of the water.

We can customise the Discipline to resolve the problem without damaging your surface.

What services do NeroQom offer?
The Squad is equipped with and trained to use the best in jet wash and variable temperature
pressure washing equipment. You point, we’ll clean.

Which solution we’ll use will depend
on the status, situation and
substrate. Common uses for our
Disciplines include dealing with:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy contamination
Preparing for future treatments
Graffiti
Algae
Old coatings or paint
Spillages

These can be completed on stone, bricks, masonry, concrete,
pavement and other, similar surfaces.

If you’re not sure if it’s right for you, just ask.

Which equipment do you use?
The Squad is on the road with the latest technology to hand. We have experts who are
experienced with every machine to ensure we do the best job every time.

We know which equipment and configuration get the right results on
every material… and which should never be used at all.

The equipment we use is from leading manufacturers in their industry.
This ensures the quality of every machine so that we get the most
controlled, consistent result possible.

Our equipment is also
highly efficient.

Each has low fuel consumption and the best work-rate,
minimising our environmental impact. We can even collect
waste water from each job to avoid run-off and
contamination at your location.

We’ve invested in the right tools for the job, so you just need to let us know where to start.

How much of the job
do you take care of?

NeroQom is an end-to-end partner. That means that we
will complete the survey, planning, execution and
aftercare for the task. This includes temporary protection,
permits, specialist equipment or security needs which your
project may have and much more beyond.

If you’d like to see exactly what we’re capable of,

then please look at our Discipline Menu.
You’ll find the most up to date version on our clean website
at the link below:
https://www.NeroQomServices.com/dm

